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Abstract 24 

Emerging infectious diseases are increasingly recognized in species’ declines and 25 

extinctions. Landscape genetics can be used as a tool to predict disease emergence and spread. 26 

The Tasmanian devil is threatened with extinction by a nearly 100% fatal transmissible cancer, 27 

which has spread across 95% of the species’ geographic range in 20 years. Here, we present a 28 

landscape genetic analysis in the last remaining uninfected parts of the Tasmanian devil’s 29 

geographic range to: describe population genetic structure, characterize genetic diversity, and 30 

test the influence of landscape variables on Tasmanian devil gene flow to assess the potential for 31 

disease spread. In contrast to previous genetic studies on Tasmanian devils showing evidence for 32 

two genetic populations island-wide, our genetic based assignment tests and spatial principal 33 

components analyses suggest at least two, and possibly three, populations in a study area that is 34 

approximately 15% of the size of the overall species’ geographic range. Positive spatial 35 

autocorrelation declined at about 40 km, in contrast to 80 km in eastern populations, highlighting 36 

the need for range-wide genetic studies. Strong genetic structure was found between devils in the 37 

northern part of the study area and those found south of Macquarie Harbor, with weaker structure 38 

found between the northeastern and northwestern portion of our study area. Consistent with 39 

previous work, we found low overall genetic diversity, likely owing to a combination of founder 40 

effects and extreme weather events thousands of years ago that likely caused large-scale 41 

population declines. We also found possible signs of recent bottlenecks, perhaps resulting from 42 

forest clearing for dairy farming in the central part of the study area. This human disturbance 43 

also may have contributed to weak genetic structuring detected between the northeastern and 44 

northwestern part of the study area. Individual-based least cost path modeling showed limited 45 

influence of landscape variables on gene flow, with weak effects of variation in elevation in the 46 
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northeast. In the northwest, however, landscape genetic models did not perform better than the 47 

null isolation-by-distance model. At the larger spatial scale of the northern part of the study area, 48 

elevation and temperatures were negatively correlated with gene flow, consistent with low 49 

dispersal suitability of higher elevation habitats that have lower temperatures and dense, wet 50 

vegetation. Overall, Tasmanian devils are a highly vagile species for which dispersal and gene 51 

flow appear to be influenced little by landscape features, and spread of devil facial tumor disease 52 

to the remaining portion of the devil’s geographic range seems imminent. Nonetheless, strong 53 

genetic structure found between the northern and southern portions of our study area, combined 54 

with low densities and limited possible colonization of DFTD from the east suggest there is some 55 

time for implementation of management strategies. 56 

  57 

Introduction 58 

 Predicting the emergence and spread of infectious diseases is a major challenge in 59 

ecology, evolutionary biology and conservation (Smith et al. 2006; Altizer et al. 2013). For 60 

humans, models have had some success in predicting the spread of particular diseases, such as 61 

measles (Riley 2007; Hempel and Earn 2015) and particular influenza strains to guide annual 62 

vaccine development (Shaman and Karspeck 2012). However, predicting disease transmission 63 

for populations of wild animals is far more challenging owing to the long-term data necessary to 64 

track and predict animal movements (Real and Biek 2010). Particularly for highly vagile 65 

mammals, understanding movement patterns also requires an understanding of how landscape 66 

features influence dispersal dynamics (Storfer et al. 2010; Short-Bull et al. 2011; Mager et al. 67 

2014).   68 

Landscape genetics has become a valuable framework for understanding the ecological 69 
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processes that influence population genetic structure in natural populations (Storfer et al. 2010; 70 

Manel and Holderegger 2013). Landscape genetic studies have proven valuable for generating 71 

predictions as to how landscape features may limit or enhance disease spread (Biek and Real 72 

2010). When disease transmission is directly attributable to contact between hosts, as opposed to 73 

abiotic (e.g., wind, water) dispersal mechanisms, or biotic vectors (e.g. mosquitos), then 74 

associated landscape genetics studies should focus on spatial genetic variation in the host (Biek 75 

and Real 2010; Blanchong et al. 2016). Landscape genetics can be a powerful tool for detecting 76 

barriers to host dispersal (Crida and Manel 2007; Storfer et al. 2007. 2010; Manel et al. 2008), 77 

and by extension possible pathogen transmission across the landscape. For example, Blanchong 78 

et al. (2008) found that highways and rivers act as dispersal barriers for white-tailed deer 79 

populations in Wisconsin and thereby limit the spread of chronic wasting disease. Accordingly, 80 

higher genetic differentiation among deer translated to lower disease risk (Blanchong et al. 81 

2008).  In a similar study, Cullingham et al. (2009) found that one river acts as a barrier to 82 

raccoon movement and thereby limits rabies spread between the US and Canada, while a second 83 

river facilitates raccoon movement and consequently enhances rabies spread. This study 84 

highlighted the importance for assessing regional, in addition to local, impacts of landscape 85 

features, as the same feature that was a dispersal barrier in one area was a facilitator in another.  86 

Furthermore, areas or habitat types that facilitate dispersal and consequent disease spread 87 

can be identified, potentially leading to focused management strategies. As an example, a 88 

landscape genetics approach was used to test models of rabies spread in Quebec in two different 89 

carrier species (Paquette et al. 2014), raccoons and skunks. Genetic analyses showed that 90 

movement was sex biased in raccoons; male movement was a function of isolation-by-distance, 91 

whereas females were restricted by the presence of agricultural fields. In contrast, movement of 92 
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skunks tended to increase in edge habitats between forests and fields, regardless of sex (Paquette 93 

et al. 2014). For both species, particular corridors of high movement were identified, potentially 94 

targets for management strategies such as focused baiting.  95 

Conversely, landscape genetics studies can show disease spread regardless of host genetic 96 

structuring. For example, one study showed that anthropogenic habitat modifications such as 97 

highways resulted in significant genetic structuring of bobcat (Lynx rufus) populations (Lee et al. 98 

2012). Yet, despite genetic structuring, there was still sufficient contact of bobcats such that FIV 99 

transmission occurred throughout the study area and generally showed a lack of spatial genetic 100 

structure (Lee et al. 2012). Collectively, the varying results from these studies demonstrate the 101 

utility of a landscape genetics approach for studying disease spread and development of 102 

consequent management strategies. 103 

The iconic Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii) has gained worldwide attention 104 

because the species is declining dramatically owing to the rapid spread of a fatal infectious 105 

cancer (Devil facial tumor disease or DFTD; McCallum and Jones 2006; McCallum et al. 2009). 106 

The disease is spread by biting, which occurs during agonistic encounters when devils aggregate 107 

at carcasses and most frequently during male—male contests and mate guarding in the mating 108 

season (Hamede et al. 2013). Additionally, devils are capable of moving great distances and the 109 

geographic extent of positive spatial genetic correlation is large (Jones et al. 2004; Lachish et al. 110 

2011). Genetic evidence suggests that devils experienced extensive population declines across 111 

Tasmania around the last glacial maximum (~20,000 YBP) and following unstable climate 112 

related to increased El Niño–Southern Oscillation activity approximately 3,000 years ago 113 

(Brüniche-Olson et al. 2014). Warming since the LGM resulted in ice melting and consequent 114 

sea level rise, isolating the devil population on Tasmania and perhaps enhancing their apparent 115 
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universal susceptibility to DFTD owing to reduced genetic diversity (Miller et al. 2011).  116 

Originating in northeastern Tasmania in 1996, DFTD has spread south and west across 117 

roughly 95% of Tasmania, resulting in population losses exceeding 90% in most localities 118 

(McCallum et al. 2009; Lachish et al. 2010; Hamede et al. 2013). At present, only devils in 119 

relatively small areas in northwestern and southwestern Tasmania remain uninfected (Fig. 1), 120 

and it is critical to assess how rapidly DFTD may spread through this region. Previous work 121 

suggests that there are two genetic clusters of devils across Tasmania, with the west separated 122 

from the east (Jones et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2011). However, because such coarse-scale (i.e., 123 

island-wide) genetic studies have only been conducted to date, the effects of landscape features 124 

on devil dispersal and gene flow are currently unknown. A landscape genetic study will thereby 125 

allow an assessment of whether landscape features impede or facilitate gene flow between the 126 

current disease front and the last remaining disease-free area of Tasmania. Assessments of 127 

genetic diversity in these individuals will also provide baseline information prior to disease 128 

emergence, as well as a test of whether or not these devils are genetically bottlenecked and 129 

potentially highly susceptible to DFTD. In fact, prior work suggests that devils in northwestern 130 

Tasmania are more genetically diverse than those in the east (Miller et al. 2011), and have 131 

greater MHC Class I diversity, which is responsible for presentation of tumor antigens to 132 

proliferating T-cells (Siddle et al. 2007, 2010). Thus far, however, there is no evidence that MHC 133 

diversity is related to resistance to DFTD (Lane et al. 2012).  134 

 At present, DFTD is spreading across the northeastern part of our study area (see Fig. 1). 135 

Here, we conducted a fine scale, individual-based landscape genetics study of Tasmanian devils 136 

of this northeastern and the remaining disease-free areas of northwestern of Tasmania using 137 

samples that were collected prior to the disease outbreak. We aimed to: 1) estimate fine-scale 138 
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population genetic structure and genetic diversity using individual-based analyses; 2) assess 139 

which, if any, of 12 landscape variables previously identified as important to Tasmanian devil 140 

dispersal influences gene flow and population genetic structure in this area; and 3) use this 141 

information to infer the potential for DFTD to spread through the study area and thus to the 142 

western coast of Tasmania. 143 

 144 

Methods 145 

Sampling and microsatellite data 146 

 Tasmanian devils were sampled between 2002 and 2006 in NW Tasmania. Samples from 147 

the northwestern and Pieman River areas (Fig. 1) were collected as part of an intake of founders 148 

from the wild to establish a captive insurance population in the event reintroductions may be 149 

needed due to DFTD declines. The sampling pattern was intended to maximize geographic 150 

spread and genetic diversity within the area of Tasmania that was still disease-free at the time of 151 

sampling. The southern samples from south of Macquarie Harbor were collected during surveys 152 

to establish the abundance and disease status of devils in this remote area. There are large spatial 153 

gaps in the sampling between northwestern region of our study area and Macquarie Harbor 154 

because devil densities are quite low (Fig. 1A), and these are wilderness areas with no vehicular 155 

access. Although the DFTD has been progressing westward through Tasmania, it is just entering 156 

the eastern portion of our study area at present, so the sampling design herein is still relevant for 157 

assessing propensity for disease spread through the sampled area. 158 

A total of 433 tissue samples were collected across an approximately 250,000 km2 area 159 

(Fig. 1B shows the origin and spread of DFTD by year across Tasmania) by taking 2 mm ear 160 

biopsies, and DNA was extracted using the HotSHOT salt extraction method (Truett et al. 2000). 161 
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Because individuals were often trapped quite close together, we retained one individual per 162 

100m x 100m meter GIS grid cell (the scale of our GIS layer resolution) for further analyses, 163 

resulting in a total of 276 individuals. We amplified 10 microsatellite loci previously developed 164 

for S. harrisii (Jones et al. 2003), and then submitted the products to be run on an ABI 3730 165 

automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, CA) at the Washington State 166 

University LBB1 core facility. We used GeneMapper 3.7 software to genotype all samples; 167 

genotypes were called based on peaks that passed process quality values (PCV >0.75) and were 168 

verified with visual inspection. Individuals with fewer than 7 scorable microsatellites were 169 

discarded from the analyses.  170 

To explore the basic properties of our microsatellite loci and ensure they meet the 171 

assumptions of population genetic analyses, we used Genepop (v4.2.1; Rousset 2008). We tested 172 

for linkage disequilibrium (LD), and for departure from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium within 173 

each sub-population (later identified by Geneland; Guillot et al. 2008). In addition, we used 174 

Micro-checker (van Oosterhout et al. 2004) to test for the presence of null alleles. Although there 175 

was evidence for null alleles in only a few locus/population combinations, we calculated FST 176 

using the null allele correction in FreeNA (Chapuis & Estoup 2007).  177 

 178 

Population structure and genetic diversity 179 

 All analyses were conducted between individuals, as opposed to a priori population level 180 

clustering, due to the large dispersal distances and extent of gene flow previously observed in 181 

Tasmanian devils (Lachish et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2011). To identify the number of genetic 182 

clusters in our data set, five separate Geneland (v4.04; Guillot et al. 2008) runs were conducted 183 

with 5,000,000 iterations each on all 276 individuals with GPS locality data. Considered 184 

individually, all runs detected three subpopulations, so we ran Geneland again on each of these 185 
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subpopulations, but we detected no further population structure. Combining all five chains, the 186 

posterior distribution is three populations 59% of the time, four populations 21% of the time, 187 

more than four 12% of the time, and never fewer than three populations. Further, we conducted a 188 

principal components analysis (PCA) and spatial PCA (sPCA) using the R (R Core Team 2015) 189 

package adegenet (Jombart 2008). Unlike PCA, sPCA finds linear combinations of alleles that 190 

maximize the product of the genetic variation and spatial autocorrelation (Jombart et al. 2008).  191 

 To further explore population structure and demographic history, we conducted three 192 

additional analyses on all three subpopulations identified by Geneland. First, we used Genepop 193 

to generate estimates of genetic diversity, including F-statistics. Second, to determine genetic 194 

neighborhood size, we calculated Moran's I (Hardy and Vekemans 1999) - a measure of spatial 195 

autocorrelation - using SPAGeDi (v1.4; Hardy and Vekemans 2002). We repeated the analysis 196 

after splitting the dataset by sex to account for any effects of sex-biased dispersal (see Lachish et 197 

al. 2011). Given the fact that there still could be genetic structuring among devils despite 198 

extensive disease dispersal (e.g., Lee et al. 2012), estimates of spatial autocorrelation could 199 

capture potential rare long-distance dispersal events not detected using other analysis methods. 200 

Third, we tested for signatures of a population bottleneck using the Wilcoxon sign rank test for 201 

heterozygote excess in Bottleneck (Piry et al. 1999) with a two-phase mutation model and 202 

default settings. Because this may be sensitive to false homozygosity, we ran this test both with 203 

and without the loci that have null alleles. We also used the software Bottleneck to test for 204 

shifted allele frequency distributions, which can be caused due to disproportionate effects of 205 

genetic drift on rare alleles during recent bottleneck events (Cornuet and Luikart 1996; Luikart et 206 

al. 1998). 207 

 208 
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Landscape genetic analysis 209 

 Considering that Geneland provided support for two genetic clusters in NE and NW 210 

respectively, whereas sPCA analyses showed little substructure between these two regions, we 211 

conducted landscape genetic analyses on all individuals in the northern portion of the study area 212 

combined, as well as separately in the NE and NW areas to determine whether analyses at 213 

different spatial scale yielded different results. Individuals south of Macquarie Harbor were 214 

excluded from our analyses due to small population size. Throughout the study area, we 215 

examined seven continuous and four categorical environmental variables (at a pixel size of 100m 216 

x 100m; Supplementary Table 1). The continuous variables included compound topographic 217 

index (CTI -  a steady state wetness index that is commonly used to quantify topographic control 218 

on hydrological processes), elevation relief ratio (ERR – a measure of the extent of altitudinal 219 

relief between two points), maximum annual temperature, minimum annual temperature, annual 220 

rainfall, heat-load index (HLI - which estimates heat load on the substrate as a combination of 221 

solar radiation and slope), and elevation. These variables were chosen based on assessment of 222 

Tasmanian devil movement patterns using mark-recapture studies (Lachish et al. 2008, 2011) 223 

and radiocollaring studies (Jones unpubl. data). We used a window size of 15 pixels for ERR, 224 

after comparing models with 3, 15, or 27 pixels. For CTI, HLI, and temperature, we transformed 225 

the data by subtracting the raw value from the maximum; for all other continuous variables, we 226 

used the raw values. The categorical variables included were road type, vegetation type, large 227 

rivers and iron ore pipelines (see Supplementary Table 1). Dispersal/movement costs for the 228 

different categorical variables were assigned using expert judgment and based on data from 229 

radio-collaring studies of localized individual dispersal (M. Jones, unpubl. data). Pipelines were 230 

assigned 10 times the cost of non-pipeline pixels; pipeline costs were chosen based on 231 
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radiocollaring studies that showed strong aversion of Tasmanian devils to movement via 232 

pipelines. Paved roads, non-road, and unpaved roads were assigned costs of 10, 5, and 1, 233 

respectively; paved roads are considered extremely costly for devil movement due to the large 234 

numbers of road kills observed island-wide each year. Eucalypt forest, rainforest, scrub, and 235 

heathland were assigned a cost of 1; agriculture and grassland were assigned a cost of 5; and all 236 

other vegetation cover types were assigned a cost of 10. These costs were chosen because devils 237 

strongly prefer movement through forest and scrub, with lower preference for movement through 238 

grassland and even less movement through other habitat types, such as developed areas. These 239 

costs were based on extensive mark-recapture studies showing devil trapping in areas other than 240 

forest resulted in extremely low capture rates (Hamede et al. 2009, 2011, 2013). Cost-distance 241 

values were calculated using UNICOR (Landguth et al. 2011), which implements Dijkstra’s 242 

shortest path algorithm between all pair-wise individuals for each landscape layer. Genetic 243 

distances between individuals were calculated as the proportion of shared alleles (DPS) (Bowcock 244 

1994). We created a null model of isolation-by-distance by calculating Euclidean distance 245 

between individuals. 246 

 To determine the environmental variables most closely associated with gene flow, we fit 247 

linear mixed models with maximum-likelihood population effects (MLPE; Clarke et al. 2002) 248 

with all combinations of landscape variables as fixed effects. All possible combinations of 249 

landscape variables were considered in models, and those models with lowest AICc values were 250 

retained. As Geneland detected three populations (Southern: 20 individuals, Northeastern: 109 251 

individuals, and Northwestern: 147 individuals), models were fit for the NE and NW populations 252 

separately. The analysis was conducted in R (v2.14; R Core Team 2014) using the MuMIn 253 

(Bartón 2015), and lme4 (Bates et al. 2014) packages, following the method described by van 254 
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Strieen et al. (2012). We calculated an R2 value for the top model using the method proposed by 255 

Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013; see also http://mbjoseph.github.io/blog/2013/08/22/r2/). All 256 

variables were standardized (subtracted mean, divided by standard deviation) before fitting the 257 

model, and models were chosen by Akaike Information Criterion corrected for finite sample size 258 

score (AICc; MuMIn package).  259 

 260 

Results 261 

Basic Microsatellite Results 262 

There was no significant linkage disequilibrium or departure from Hardy-Weinberg 263 

equilibrium in any of the microsatellite loci after a Bonferonni correction for multiple tests. 264 

Micro-checker indicated the presence of null alleles in some populations (at the 95% confidence 265 

level). However, no locus had null alleles consistently across all three populations (as estimated 266 

by Geneland, below), and estimated null allele frequencies were low (< 0.1 for the southern 267 

population and < 0.05 for both northern populations where we conducted the landscape genetics 268 

analysis). Thus, we retained all loci for further analyses, except for the Bottleneck test, which 269 

may be especially sensitive to increased levels of homozygosity because it searches for excess 270 

heterozygosity (Piry et al.1999).  271 

 272 

Population structure and genetic diversity 273 

 We identified three populations consistently across 5 runs in Geneland, corresponding to 274 

the southern, northwestern, and northeastern portions of the sampling localities (Fig. 1). 275 

Additional Geneland runs within the populations individually revealed no further substructure. A 276 

standard PCA analysis of the first and second principal components (explaining 14% and 7.5% 277 
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of the variance, respectively), also showed clear genetic structuring between the S and NE and 278 

NW populations, as well as some genetic separation between NE and NW, albeit less than that 279 

found with Geneland (Figure 2a). The sPCA analysis identified one principal component that 280 

explained almost all of the variation (Supplemental Fig. 1). This component clearly separated the 281 

northern populations from the southern, and there was evidence for subdivision of the northern 282 

samples into two populations (Figure 2b and 2c). Thus, our analyses indicated that there are 283 

clearly at least two, and most likely three, genetic clusters in our study area. 284 

When considering three clusters, mean pairwise FST was low between the NE and the 285 

NW (0.021 [0.012 - 0.034; 95% CI]), yet high between the NE and the S (0.26 [0.143 - 0.364]) 286 

and the NW and the S (0.31 [0.178 - 0.455]). FIS was similar among the three populations (NW: 287 

0.056 [0.022 - 0.086]; NE: 0.037 [0.004-0.073]; S: 0.022 [-0.093 - 0.195]; Tables 2 and 3). 288 

Genetic neighborhood size extended to approximately 40km, as indicated by positive spatial 289 

correlation values in Moran’s I at this spatial scale (Fig. 3). Spatial autocorrelation distances 290 

decayed at approximately 40 km for both males and females, indicating no sex-bias in dispersal. 291 

Finally, using Bottleneck, we found significant evidence of heterozygote excess only in the 292 

northeastern sub-population (one-sided p = 0.039), with weak evidence in the northwestern sub-293 

population (p = 0.055; Table 4). No allele frequency shifts were detected. 294 

 295 

Landscape genetic analysis 296 

 At the larger spatial scale of the whole northern portion of our study area considered 297 

together, the top three models included elevation and minimum and maximum temperature, 298 

which were only separated by a ΔAIC of 1.2 (Table 4). When NE and NW portions of the study 299 

area were considered separately, as indicated by the Geneland analyses, different variables were 300 

supported. In the NE population, model selection supported a single best model (ΔAIC ~ 3) 301 
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which showed a positive relationship between elevation relief ratio (ERR) and genetic distance, 302 

such that areas with large ERR values acted as barriers to gene flow (Table 4). This model 303 

performed better than the null model of isolation-by-Euclidean distance (IBD) alone (ΔAIC = 304 

4.7), but the parameter value for ERR was very small. However, the other variables in the top 305 

five supported models - elevation, vegetation type, and pipelines – did not perform better than 306 

the null model. In the NW population, there was no clear best model. The top five models 307 

included roads, vegetation, pipelines, and slope, and but it questionable the effects that these 308 

landscape variables had on population genetic structure as parameter values were extremely 309 

small, but significantly greater than zero. Additionally, ΔAIC between the best model and the 310 

null (IBD) model was only 1.1. In both geographic partitions of the data, the top models had low 311 

R2 values (0.098-0.11), suggesting that all models tested explained only a small proportion of the 312 

variance in genetic distances. 313 

 314 

Discussion 315 

 Here, we show four main results. First, there is more population structure in Tasmanian 316 

devils than has been shown in previous studies. That is, despite very large home ranges and 317 

dispersal capabilities in Tasmanian devils, there is localized genetic structure along the western 318 

coast of Tasmania. Second, genetic diversity analyses suggest weak evidence for a genetic 319 

bottleneck across northwest Tasmania. These results raise possible concern about reduced 320 

adaptive potential for DFTD resistance in the last remaining disease-free area of devils. 321 

Nonetheless, Tasmanian devil genetic diversity is quite low island-wide with near universal 322 

DFTD susceptibility, so this result may not be important as disease moves through our study 323 

area. Third, depending on the spatial scale of the landscape genetics analyses, results vary. At the 324 
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largest spatial scale, only elevation and temperature (min and max temperatures), consistent with 325 

the influence these have on vegetation type and thus habitat suitability and prey availability, 326 

which influence juvenile dispersal decisions, affect landscape genetic structure. However, at the 327 

finer spatial scale of considering landscape genetic structure within the northeastern and 328 

northwestern populations in our study area, elevation relief is only significant in the NE, because 329 

the NW area has comparatively little topographic relief. In the NW, landscape variables did not 330 

explain variance in gene flow any better than a straight line isolation-by-distance model.  Fourth, 331 

our landscape genetics analyses suggest that DFTD spread throughout the northwestern disease-332 

free region of Tasmania is imminent. This result is attributable to the location of the present 333 

disease front at the eastern edge of our study area, and that our top landscape genetic models 334 

showed that key landscape features throughout the disease-free area are unlikely to impede gene 335 

flow. 336 

 337 

Population structure and genetic diversity 338 

Similar to other larger mammals that range widely (Montgelard et al. 2014; Mager et al. 339 

2014), Tasmanian devils show little evidence of population genetic structure across northwestern 340 

Tasmania. Spatial genetic clustering analyses suggest two to three genetic clusters across a study 341 

area that is approximately 100 km wide and 250 km long. The Pieman River, a deep, and at 342 

times strongly flowing water body between 30 and 100m wide (Fig. 1), does not appear to be a 343 

barrier to gene flow because there is no detectable genetic structure between devils captured 344 

north and south of the river. The only major barrier to devil gene flow throughout our study area 345 

appears to be Macquarie Harbour (see Fig. 1), consistent with previous work (Brüniche-Olsen et 346 

al. 2014). The harbour is a glacial feature currently an over 1km deep saltwater body which 347 
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perhaps presented a barrier to devil movement when sea levels were at their lowest during the 348 

Last Glacial Maximum. Indeed, FST values between devils found south of the harbor and either of 349 

the two northern genetic clusters are greater than 0.26, indicating high genetic substructure.  350 

Geneland did detect population subdivision between the NE and NW portions of our 351 

study area, although pairwise FST between the two is 0.021. This portion of our study area is 352 

dominated by dairy farms, clear-fell logging and increased road density. Devils avoid completely 353 

open areas, and roads are a major source of devil mortality, which could contribute to the weak 354 

genetic subdivision observed in this area.  355 

Our findings contrast with previous genetic studies of Tasmanian devils that have shown 356 

an island-wide K of 2, with all western devils belonging to one genetic cluster (Jones et al. 2004; 357 

Miller et al. 2011). With a likely K of 3, our study demonstrates that there is more genetic 358 

structure in Tasmanian devils than has been shown in previous coarse scale, island-wide studies. 359 

On a finer spatial scale, we observed positive spatial autocorrelation up to distances of 360 

approximately 40 km, which is about half the size than that found by Lachish et al. (2011) in 361 

east-central Tasmania. Discrepancies in genetic neighborhood sizes in different parts of species’ 362 

geographic ranges is not uncommon (Short-Bull et al. 2001; Trumbo et al. 2013). Variation in 363 

the extent of spatial autocorrelation in eastern versus western Tasmanian devils may be 364 

influenced by relatively high human disturbance in the west, or by higher rainfall in the west that 365 

supports wetter, denser vegetation that may influence food availability, population density, and 366 

consequent dispersal decisions. Indeed, diet and habitat choice have been documented to affect 367 

dispersal in other animals, such as coyotes (Sacks et al. 2005). Given there is some discrepancy 368 

as to support for two (sPCA) or three (Geneland) genetic clusters, additional fine-scale studies 369 

with a greater number of molecular markers will help to understand better how Tasmanian devils 370 
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are subdivided across Tasmania.   371 

Throughout the area in northwestern Tasmania, genetic diversity in the Tasmanian devil 372 

is low, supporting previous work. Previously, Miller et al. (2011) showed that Tasmanian devils 373 

have the second lowest level of mtDNA diversity of any mammal studied (the lowest being 374 

found in the thylacine or Tasmanian tiger (Thylacinus cynocephalus), the largest marsupial 375 

carnivore that went extinct in the 1930s). Low genetic diversity in devils is consistent with their 376 

demographic history with major periods of population decline at the end of the last glacial 377 

maximum, as well as around El Niño events between 3,000 and 6,000 years ago (Brüniche-Olsen 378 

et al. 2014). Levels of genetic diversity in this study are consistent with those previously reported 379 

from the east, suggesting DFTD susceptibility in this region will likely be similar to that of 380 

devils in other parts of Tasmania.  381 

We also found weak evidence of genetic bottlenecks in the northeastern and northwestern 382 

portions of our study area. Although FIS values within each genetic cluster are significantly 383 

greater than zero, they are small (<0.1). Additionally, we found weak evidence of heterozgote 384 

excess in the two northern clusters; heterozygote excess is theorized to be transient for several 385 

generations following a bottleneck due to loss of rare alleles (Cornuet and Luikart 1996; Luikart 386 

et al. 1998). It is possible that widespread clear-fell logging for forest production and increases in 387 

dairy farming in the last 20 years could have contributed to the observed bottlenecks. Although 388 

devils appear to be rapidly evolving in response to DFTD east of this area (Epstein et al. 2016; 389 

Pye et al. 2016), reduced genetic diversity may compromise future adaptive genetic potential. 390 

Future genome-wide studies will help to assess the extent of adaptive genetic diversity in 391 

Tasmanian devils.  392 

Landscape Genetic Analyses 393 
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 We conducted landscape genetic analyses at two spatial scales. First, we considered 394 

landscape genetic structure at the finer spatial scale within the northeastern and northwestern 395 

clusters as identified by Geneland. Second, given that spatial PCA analyses did not support two 396 

genetic clusters in this area and there was a gap in sampling that may have resulted in mis-397 

identification of a genetic break in Geneland (Schwartz and McKelvey 2009), we also tested the 398 

effects of landscape variables at the larger spatial scale of NE and NW combined.  399 

At the smaller spatial scale, elevation relief ratio was the only significant variable in the 400 

top model for the NE. The northeastern portion of the study area contains topographic relief 401 

coming from the steep upper catchment of the Arthur River system, which may limit gene flow. 402 

In contrast, there was no clear top model for the northwestern part of the study area based on 403 

ΔAIC values, and models that included landscape variables did not perform better than the null 404 

model of IBD alone. The northwestern portion lacks any significant topographic relief.  405 

At the larger spatial scale of the whole northern portion of our study area considered 406 

together, top models included elevation and temperature (minimum and maximum temperatures) 407 

(Table 4). These results are consistent with the demography and life history of Tasmanian devils. 408 

That is, large-scale movements that lead to gene flow result almost exclusively from post-natal 409 

dispersal by juveniles (Lachish et al. 2011). Juveniles leave their den within weeks of weaning at 410 

9 months of age and travel for 6-8 months before establishing an adult home breeding range. 411 

Dispersal decisions are likely influenced by suitable vegetation communities that support 412 

adequate prey; thus devils avoid dense, wet vegetation at altitude. Differences in effects of 413 

landscape variables and fine and broad spatial scales in our study suggest that analyses at 414 

different spatial scales may yield important insights into more localized effects of landscape 415 

variables on gene flow, as well as more generalized effects at larger spatial extents.  416 
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 Overall, however, landscape genetic models only explained a small proportion of 417 

variation in gene flow (Table 5). These results suggest that unmeasured environmental variables 418 

could be responsible for genetic structuring in Tasmanian devils. While we included available 419 

environmental variables expected to affect devil gene flow based on previous mark-recapture and 420 

radicollaring studies in our landscape genetic models, variables that proximately affect devil 421 

abundance and dispersal decisions, such as prey availability, are difficult to measure and are not 422 

available in GIS layers.  423 

Given the large spatial extent of observed spatial autocorrelation throughout the study 424 

area, however, it is also quite possible that most landscape variables have little effect on devil 425 

dispersal and gene flow. That is, Tasmanian devils generally disperse large distances, and at the 426 

spatial scale of our study area, there is limited influence of landscape processes on devil gene 427 

flow. Generally parameter values were low, even for top models in the NE, and landscape 428 

variables in the NW area did not explain spatial genetic variation any better than straight line 429 

Euclidean distance alone.  430 

 431 

Inferring propensity for disease spread 432 

Estimations of host genetic structure can potentially be used as a coarse proxy for 433 

estimating disease spread in cases when diseases are directly transmitted (Biek and Real 2010). 434 

This may be particularly the case for DFTD, which cannot live outside an individual host and is 435 

transmitted via biting during social contact (Hamede et al. 2013). In the case of Tasmanian 436 

devils, given that we found weak genetic structure overall and positive spatial genetic 437 

autocorrelation exceeding 40 km, DFTD spread throughout the northwestern disease-free region 438 

is likely inevitable. On a more positive note, however, we found a high degree of population 439 
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subdivision between Macquarie Harbor and the precipitous ravines and dense wet rainforests of 440 

the lower Gordon River system, which should slow or impede the spread of DFTD to devils in 441 

this southwestern region. Risk of DFTD arriving in the southwest region of our study area from 442 

more eastern populations remains low, as devils are quite sparsely distributed for at least 100 km 443 

to the east of this part of our study area (see Fig 1, dashed outline). Although DFTD has caused 444 

localized declines exceeding 90% in many localities, recent evidence suggests that Tasmanian 445 

devils may be evolving resistance to DFTD insomuch as some long-term diseased populations 446 

are increasing in size and some individuals are showing signs of recovering from infection 447 

(Epstein et al. 2016; Pye et al. 2016).  448 
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Tables 585 

 586 

Table 1. Summary population genetic measures for three populations identified by Geneland, 587 

including mean number of individuals (N), allelic richness (A), alleles per polymorphic locus 588 

(Ap), expected heterozygosity (He), and observed heterozygosity (Ho). 589 

 590 

Population N A Ap He Ho 

NE 139.8 3.2 3.20 0.461 0.445 

NW 239 3.2 3.20 0.395 0.373 

S 45.4 2.3 2.44 0.190 0.186 

Mean 141.4 2.9 2.95 0.349 0.335 

 591 

 592 

 593 
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Table 2. Measures of genetic variation for the 10 microsatellite loci included in this study, 594 

including N (sample size), HO (observed heterozygosity), and HE (expected heterozygosity) and 595 

FIS (inbreeding coefficient). 596 

 597 

Population Locus Ho He N Fis 

NE mean 0.44 0.46 139.8 0.04 

NE SH2G 0.58 0.61 140 0.06 

NE SH2I 0.56 0.56 141 0.00 

NE SH2L 0.05 0.05 142 -0.02 

NE SH2P 0.48 0.54 141 0.11 

NE SH2V 0.74 0.73 131 -0.02 

NE Sh3A 0.45 0.45 141 -0.02 

NE Sh3o 0.41 0.48 139 0.14 

NE SH5C 0.39 0.41 142 0.04 

NE SH6E 0.34 0.36 142 0.06 

NE Sh6L 0.44 0.43 139 -0.02 

S all 0.19 0.19 45.4 0.02 

S SH2G 0.09 0.09 45 -0.03 

S SH2I 0.27 0.23 45 -0.14 

S SH2L 0.00 0.00 46 NA 

S SH2P 0.04 0.04 45 -0.01 

S SH2V 0.02 0.02 45 0.00 

S Sh3A 0.20 0.34 45 0.41 

S Sh3o 0.63 0.61 46 -0.03 

S SH5C 0.46 0.42 46 -0.09 

S SH6E 0.09 0.09 45 -0.04 

S Sh6L 0.07 0.06 46 -0.02 

NW all 0.37 0.39 239 0.06 

NW SH2G 0.65 0.59 243 0.09 

NW SH2I 0.43 0.41 245 0.04 

NW SH2L 0.02 0.02 240 0.00 

NW SH2P 0.61 0.60 237 0.02 

NW SH2V 0.63 0.57 226 0.10 

NW Sh3A 0.26 0.26 242 0.01 

NW Sh3o 0.53 0.47 236 0.12 

NW SH5C 0.18 0.16 239 0.08 
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NW SH6E 0.39 0.40 241 -0.01 

NW Sh6L 0.25 0.25 241 -0.02 

 598 

 599 
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Table 3. Bottleneck results. Number of loci that had deficiency or excess of heterozygotes, one-sided p-value from Wilcoxon 600 

test across all loci, and whether the allele frequency distribution was normal or shifted (a shifted distribution indicates a 601 

bottleneck). 602 

 603 

 604 

Population Deficient/excess p-value Distribution shape 

NW 2/5 0.055 normal 

NE 2/5 0.039 normal 

S 2/5 0.148 normal 
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Table 4. Top landscape genetic models in the NE, NW, and NE + NW regions ranked by corrected AIC (AICc) scores. Top 605 

models with more than one variable only exist in the combined region analysis. The sign of the coefficient (+ or -) is given 606 

along with the AICc, R2 value, parameter estimate with 95% confidence intervals, and parameter standard error. 607 

Region Variables Coef. AICc R2 
Estimate                   

( 95% confidence) 
S.E. 

Northeast 

  
NE Elevation relief ratio + -20684.4 0.098 

7.5E-08            
(2.4E-08 - 1.3E-07) 

2.6E-08 

NE Elevation + -20681.6 0.098 
1.2E-07                   

(-1.2E-09 - 2.4E-07) 
6.1E-08 

NE 
Geographic distance 

(IBD) 
+ -20679.7 0.098 

9.4E-08                  
(-8.1E-08 - 2.7E-07) 

8.9E-08 

NE Vegetation type + -20679.5 0.098 
8.1E-08                  

(-4.7E-08 - 2.1E-07) 
6.5E-08 

NE Pipelines + -20679.4 0.098 
8.3E-08                  

(-8.2E-08 - 2.5E-07) 
8.4E-08 

Northwest     

NW Roads + -11424.4 0.11 
8.2E-08              

(2.5E-08 - 1.4E-07) 
2.9E-08 

NW Vegetation type + -11424 0.11 
1.1E-07            

(2.6E-08 - 1.9E-07) 
4.3E-08 

NW Pipelines + -11423.4 0.11 
1.1E-07           

(2.1E-08 - 1.9E-07) 
4.3E-08 

NW 
Geographic distance 

(IBD) 
+ -11423.3 0.11 

1.1E-07            
(2.1E-08 - 2.0E-07) 

4.5E-08 

NW Slope + -11423 0.11 
8.8E-08            

(1.7E-08 - 1.6E-07) 
3.6E-08 

NW Stream + -11422.2 0.11 
6.2E-08            

(1.2E-08 - 1.1E-07) 
2.6E-08 

NW Solar + -11421.4 0.11 
4.3E-08             

(7.9E-09 - 7.7E-08) 
1.8E-08 

NW Elevation relief ratio + -11421 0.11 
3.6E-08           

(6.5E-09 - 6.4E-08) 
1.5E-08 

Combined       

NE + NW Elevation + -63149.9 0.14 
1.4E-07  

(1.2E-07 - 1.6E-07) 
1.1E-08 

NE + NW Maximum Temp  + -63149.3 0.14 
8.5E-08 

 (7.3E-08 - 9.7E-08) 
5.9E-09 

NE + NW Maximum Temp + + -63148.7 0.13 
6.2E-08  

(-4.0E-08 - 1.6E-07) 
5.2E-08 
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Minimum Temp + 

  
2.3E-08 

 (-7.9E-08 - 1.2E-07) 
5.2E-08 

NE + NW Elevation relief ratio + + -63140.2 0.13 
6.6E-08 

 (2.9E-08 - 1.0E-07) 
1.8E-08 

 
Compound topo index + + 

  
-2.8E-07 

 (-3.6E-07 - -2.0E-07) 
4.0E-08 

 
Maximum Temp + 

  
2.7E-07  

(2.2E-07 - 3.2E-07) 
2.4E-08 

 608 

 609 

 610 
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Figures 611 

 612 

 613 

 614 

 615 

 616 

 617 
 618 

Figure 1. Map of study area and individual sampling locations. A) Tasmania with the study area 619 

outlined in black. The approximate location of the DFTD front at several time points is shown in 620 

red, and the area of W Tasmania with extremely low devil densities (Hawkins et al. 2006) is 621 

shown with a dashed outline and light blue shading. B) Individual Tasmanian devil samples, 622 

color-coded by their Geneland population assignments. The blue color on the map indicates 623 

water bodies and the yellow-brown color denotes agricultural land. The two circled individuals 624 

indicate those for which the Geneland assignment was inconsistent with the results of a PCA (see 625 

Fig. 2A). 626 
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 627 
 628 

Figure 2. Results of Adegenet PCA analyses. A) First two principal components from standard 629 

PCA, color-coded by Geneland population assignment (Northeastern, Northwestern, and 630 

Southern populations). Two Southern individuals with similar loadings to the northern 631 

populations and one Northeastern individual with similar loadings to the Southern individuals are 632 

also marked on Fig 1. B) Map of samples, colored by the value of the first PCA from the sPCA 633 

analysis. C) Distribution of values for the first PC from the sPCA analysis. 634 

 635 

 636 

 637 

 638 

 639 
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 640 

Figure 3. Moran's I (spatial autocorrelation) for males (A) and females (B) at several 641 

neighborhood sizes. 642 

 643 
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Supplemental Tables and Figures 644 

Supplemental Table 1. Landscape variables and cost-ratios. 645 

Variable Abbreviation Class Transform Cost-ratio 

Compound Topographic 
Index 

CTI Continuous Subtract 
from max. 

 

Elevation Relief Ratio ERR15 Continuous None  

Minimum Temperature MIN Continuous Subtract 
from max. 

 

Maximum Temperature MAX Continuous Subtract 
from max. 

 

Roads ROAD Discrete None 10:5:1 (paved:non-
road:unpaved) 

Slope SLOPE Continuous None  

Streams STREAM Discrete None 10:1 

Vegetation VEG Discrete None 10:5:1 (eucalpyt forest, 
rainforest, scrub, and 

heathland : agriculture and 
grassland : everything else) 

Rainfall RAIN Continuous None  

Heat Load Index HLI Continuous Subtract 
from max. 

 

Elevation ELEV Continuous None  

Pipelines PIPE Discrete None 10:1 (pipeline:non-pipeline) 

 646 

 647 
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  648 

 649 

 650 

 651 

 652 

 653 

 654 

 655 

 656 

 657 

 658 

 659 

 660 

 661 

 662 

 663 

 664 

 665 

 666 

 667 

 668 

 669 

 670 

 671 

 672 

 673 

 674 

 675 

 676 

Supplemental Figure 1. Spatial autocorrelation (Moran's I) and genetic variance for each 677 

eigenvalue (lambda) from the sPCA analysis. The first eigenvalue (bolded) clearly explains the 678 

vast majority of the spatial genetic pattern. 679 

 680 
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